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controversies and the continued legacy of Tiananmen Square, to global coverage of the Beijing Olympics, and the Chinese
'economic miracle'. It seems a country of contradictions: a peasant society with some of the world's most futuristic
cities, heir to an ancient civilization that is still trying to find a modern identity. This Very Short Introduction
offers the reader with no previous knowledge of China a variety of ways to understand the world's most populous nation,
giving a short, integrated picture of modern Chinese society, culture, economy, politics and art. ABOUT THE SERIES: The
Very Short Introductions series from Oxford University Press contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area.
These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert authors combine facts,
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The Girls of Atomic City Denise Kiernan 2014-03-11 Looks at the contributions of the thousands of women who worked at a
secret uranium-enriching facility in Oak Ridge, Tennessee during World War II.
The Birth of Chinese Feminism Lydia He Liu 2013 The book repositions He-Yin Zhen as central to the development of
feminism in China, juxtaposing her writing with fresh translations of works by two of her better-known male
interlocutors. The editors begin with a detailed portrait of He-Yin Zhen's life and an analysis of her thought in
comparative terms. They then present annotated translations of six of her major essays, as well as two foundational
tracts by her male contemporaries, Jin Tianhe (1873-1947) and Liang Qichao (1873-1929), to which He-Yin's work responds
and with which it engages. Jin Tianhe, a poet and educator, and Liang Qichao, a philosopher and journalist, understood
feminism as a paternalistic cause that "enlightened" male intellectuals like themselves should defend. Zhen counters
with an alternative conception of feminism that draws upon anarchism and other radical trends in thought.
Factory Girls Leslie T. Chang 2009-08-04 An eye-opening and previously untold story, Factory Girls is the first look
into the everyday lives of the migrant factory population in China. China has 130 million migrant workers—the largest
migration in human history. In Factory Girls, Leslie T. Chang, a former correspondent for the Wall Street Journal in
Beijing, tells the story of these workers primarily through the lives of two young women, whom she follows over the
course of three years as they attempt to rise from the assembly lines of Dongguan, an industrial city in China’s Pearl
River Delta. As she tracks their lives, Chang paints a never-before-seen picture of migrant life—a world where nearly
everyone is under thirty; where you can lose your boyfriend and your friends with the loss of a mobile phone; where a
few computer or English lessons can catapult you into a completely different social class. Chang takes us inside a
sneaker factory so large that it has its own hospital, movie theater, and fire department; to posh karaoke bars that are
fronts for prostitution; to makeshift English classes where students shave their heads in monklike devotion and sit day
after day in front of machines watching English words flash by; and back to a farming village for the Chinese New Year,
revealing the poverty and idleness of rural life that drive young girls to leave home in the first place. Throughout
this riveting portrait, Chang also interweaves the story of her own family’s migrations, within China and to the West,
providing historical and personal frames of reference for her investigation. A book of global significance that provides
new insight into China, Factory Girls demonstrates how the mass movement from rural villages to cities is remaking
individual lives and transforming Chinese society, much as immigration to America’s shores remade our own country a
century ago.
Factory Girl Literature Ruth Barraclough 2012-06 As millions of women and girls left country towns to generate Korea’s
manufacturing boom, the factory girl emerged as an archetypal figure in twentieth-century popular culture. This book
explores the factory girl in Korean literature from the 1920s to the 1990s, showing the complex ways in which she has
embodied the sexual and class violence of industrial life.
China Witness Xinran 2010-04 A work of oral history illuminates the diverse ways in which the Chinese perceive and
understand their own modern history.
Made in China Pun Ngai 2005-03-15 As China has evolved into an industrial powerhouse over the past two decades, a new
class of workers has developed: the dagongmei, or working girls. The dagongmei are women in their late teens and early
twenties who move from rural areas to urban centers to work in factories. Because of state laws dictating that those
born in the countryside cannot permanently leave their villages, and familial pressure for young women to marry by their
late twenties, the dagongmei are transient labor. They undertake physically exhausting work in urban factories for an
average of four or five years before returning home. The young women are not coerced to work in the factories; they know
about the twelve-hour shifts and the hardships of industrial labor. Yet they are still eager to leave home. Made in
China is a compelling look at the lives of these women, workers caught between the competing demands of global
capitalism, the socialist state, and the patriarchal family. Pun Ngai conducted ethnographic work at an electronics
factory in southern China’s Guangdong province, in the Shenzhen special economic zone where foreign-owned factories are
proliferating. For eight months she slept in the employee dormitories and worked on the shop floor alongside the women
whose lives she chronicles. Pun illuminates the workers’ perspectives and experiences, describing the lure of consumer
desire and especially the minutiae of factory life. She looks at acts of resistance and transgression in the workplace,
positing that the chronic pains—such as backaches and headaches—that many of the women experience are as indicative of
resistance to oppressive working conditions as they are of defeat. Pun suggests that a silent social revolution is
underway in China and that these young migrant workers are its agents.
Factory Girls Leslie T. Chang 2008
Lyddie Katherine Paterson 1995-01-01 From two-time Newbery award-winning author Katherine Paterson. When Lyddie and her
younger brother are hired out as servants to help pay off their family farm's debts, Lyddie is determined to find a way
to reunite her family once again. Hearing about all the money a girl can make working in the textile mills in Lowell,
Massachusetts, she makes her way there, only to find that her dreams of returning home may never come true. Includes an
all-new common core aligned educator's guide. "Rich in historical detail...a superb story of grit, determination, and
personal growth." —The Horn Book, starred review "Lyddie is full of life, full of lives, full of reality." —The New York
Times Book Review An ALA Notable Book An ALA Best Book for Young Adults A Booklist Editor's Choice American Bookseller
"Pick of the Lists" School Library Journal Best Book Parents magazine Best Book
Factory Girls Takako Arai 2019-11 Poetry. Asian & Asian American Studies. Women's Studies. Translated by Jeffrey Angles,
Jen Crawford, Carol Hayes, Rina Kikuchi, You Sakai, Sawako Nakayaso. This first English-language volume from Japanese
poet, performer and publisher Takako Arai collects engaging, rhythmically intense narrative poems set in the silk
weaving factory where Arai grew up. FACTORY GIRLS depicts the secretive yet bold world of the women workers as well as
the fate of these kinds of regional, feminine, collaborative spaces in a current-day Japan defined by such corporate and
climate catastrophes as the rise of Uniqlo and the 2011 earthquake, tsunami and nuclear disaster.
The Lost Village Camilla Sten 2021-03-23 *BEST MYSTERY/THRILLER FOR THE YEAR* for NPR "Come for the mounting horror and
scares, but stay for a devastating examination of the nature of family secrets." - New York Times book review "[A]
scary, highly entertaining debut...that pays homage to Shirley Jackson." - South Florida Sun Sentinel A Most Anticipated
Book Goodreads * Publishers Weekly * Crime Reads * Popsugar * Bookish * #1 Loanstar Pick in Canada An Indie Next pick! A
Library Reads Pick! The Blair Witch Project meets Midsommar in this brilliantly disturbing thriller from Camilla Sten,
an electrifying new voice in suspense. Documentary filmmaker Alice Lindstedt has been obsessed with the vanishing
residents of the old mining town, dubbed “The Lost Village,” since she was a little girl. In 1959, her grandmother’s
entire family disappeared in this mysterious tragedy, and ever since, the unanswered questions surrounding the only two
people who were left—a woman stoned to death in the town center and an abandoned newborn—have plagued her. She’s
gathered a small crew of friends in the remote village to make a film about what really happened. But there will be no
turning back. Not long after they’ve set up camp, mysterious things begin to happen. Equipment is destroyed. People go
missing. As doubt breeds fear and their very minds begin to crack, one thing becomes startlingly clear to Alice: They
are not alone. They’re looking for the truth... But what if it finds them first? Come find out. "RELENTLESSLY CREEPY."
—Alma Katsu, author of The Hunger (An NPR Best Horror Novel) "IMPOSSIBLE TO STOP READING." —Ragnar Jonasson, author of
The Island "Readers will revel in the chills." - Booklist
Blue Gold Elizabeth Stewart 2014-02-18 Coltan, or “blue gold,” is a rare mineral used in making cell phones and
computers. Across continents, the lives of three teen girls are affected by the “blue gold” trade. Sylvie’s family had
to lee the Democratic Republic of the Congo after her father was killed by a rogue militia gang in the conlict for
control of coltan. The refugee camp where she now lives is deplorable, and Sylvie yearns for a way out—to save not only
herself, but her remaining family. Laiping labors in a Chinese factory, soldering components for cell phones. She had
left her small village to make her fortune, but the factory conditions are crushing, and the constant pressure to send
money home adds to her misery. Yet when Laiping tries to improve her situation, she sees what happens to those who dare
question the electronics company’s policies. Fiona is a North American girl who, in one thoughtless moment, takes a
picture on her cell phone she comes to regret. In the aftermath, she learns not only about trust and being true to
oneself, but the importance of ighting for what is right. All three teens are unexpectedly linked by these events.
Elizabeth Stewart conducted extensive research to authentically capture the experiences of all three girls. The result
is an intense and powerful story about their struggles to create better lives for themselves in the face of the world’s
increasing appetite for coltan.
Northern Girls: Life Goes On Keyi Sheng 2012-05-23 Qian Xiaohong is born into a sleepy Hunan village, where the new
China rush towards development is a mere distant rumour. A buxom, naïve sixteen-year-old, she yearns to leave behind
hometown scandal, and joins the mass migration to the bustling boomtown of Shenzhen. There, she must navigate dangerous
encounters with ruthless bosses, jealous wives, sympathetic hookers and corrupt policemen as she tries to find her place
in the ever-evolving society. Hardship and tragedy are in no short supply as her journey takes her through a grinding
succession of dead end jobs. To help her through this confusing maze, Xiaohong finds solace in the close ties she makes
with the other migrant girls – the community of her fellow 'northern girls' – who quickly learn to rely on each other
for humour and the enjoyment of life's simple pleasures. A beautiful coming-of-age novel, Northern Girls explores the
inner lives of a generation of young, rural Chinese women who embark on life-changing journeys in search of something
better.
The Myth of Chinese Capitalism Dexter Roberts 2020-03-10 The untold story of how restrictive policies are preventing
China from becoming the world’s largest economy Dexter Roberts lived in Beijing for two decades working as a reporter on
economics, business and politics for Bloomberg Businessweek. In The Myth of Chinese Capitalism, Roberts explores the
reality behind today’s financially-ascendant China and pulls the curtain back on how the Chinese manufacturing machine
is actually powered. He focuses on two places: the village of Binghuacun in the province of Guizhou, one of China’s
poorest regions that sends the highest proportion of its youth away to become migrants; and Dongguan, China’s most
infamous factory town located in Guangdong, home to both the largest number of migrant workers and the country’s biggest
manufacturing base. Within these two towns and the people that move between them, Roberts focuses on the story of the Mo
family, former farmers-turned-migrant-workers who are struggling to make a living in a fast-changing country that
relegates one-half of its people to second-class status via household registration, land tenure policies and inequality
in education and health care systems. In The Myth of Chinese Capitalism, Dexter Roberts brings to life the problems that
China and its people face today as they attempt to overcome a divisive system that poses a serious challenge to the
country’s future development. In so doing, Roberts paints a boot-on-the-ground cautionary picture of China for a world
now held in its financial thrall.
Gao Village Mobo C. F. Gao 1999-01-01 This book is about Gao Village, in Jiangxi province, where the author was born and
brought up, leaving when he was twenty-one to study English at Xiamen University. Since emigrating to Australia in 1990,
he has returned every year to Gao Village, where his brother still lives. Several accounts of village life in China have
been published, but all have been by Western or urban Chinese scholars. Mobo Gao's account is in every sense one from
the inside. Though written as an academic work, it does not eschew personal stories and experiences relevant to the
themes addressed. These cover a forty-year period and fall into four distinct themes; the village before and after land
reform; the commune system; the dismantling of the communes; and the unfolding impact of the market economy, including
increased migration to urban areas, from the late 1980s onwards.
JELL-O Girls Allie Rowbottom 2018-07-24 A "gorgeous" (New York Times) memoir that braids the evolution of one of
America's most iconic branding campaigns with the stirring tales of the women who lived behind its facade - told by the
inheritor of their stories. In 1899, Allie Rowbottom's great-great-great-uncle bought the patent to Jell-O from its
inventor for $450. The sale would turn out to be one of the most profitable business deals in American history, and the
generations that followed enjoyed immense privilege - but they were also haunted by suicides, cancer, alcoholism, and
mysterious ailments. More than 100 years after that deal was struck, Allie's mother Mary was diagnosed with the same
incurable cancer, a disease that had also claimed her own mother's life. Determined to combat what she had come to
consider the "Jell-O curse" and her looming mortality, Mary began obsessively researching her family's past, determined
to understand the origins of her illness and the impact on her life of Jell-O and the traditional American values the
company championed. Before she died in 2015, Mary began to send Allie boxes of her research and notes, in the hope that
her daughter might write what she could not. Jell-O Girls is the liberation of that story. A gripping examination of the
dark side of an iconic American product and a moving portrait of the women who lived in the shadow of its fractured
fortune, Jell-O Girls is a family history, a feminist history, and a story of motherhood, love and loss. In crystalline
prose Rowbottom considers the roots of trauma not only in her own family, but in the American psyche as well, ultimately
weaving a story that is deeply personal, as well as deeply connected to the collective female experience.
Strega Nona Tomie dePaola 2011-10-04 In this e-book edition, Tomie dePaola retells his classic story against a charming
musical score. Strega Nona—"Grandma Witch"—is the source for potions, cures, magic, and comfort in her Calabrian town.
Her magical ever-full pasta pot is especially intriguing to hungry Big Anthony. Big Anthony is supposed to look after
her house and tend her garden, but one day, when she goes over the mountain to visit Strega Amelia, he recites the magic
verse over the pasta pot, with disastrous results.
The Talented Women of the Zhang Family Susan Mann 2007 "There is absolutely nothing remotely like this book in the
history of late imperial women. [An] immensely important book."--Gail Hershatter, author of Women in China's Long
Twentieth Century "A masterful work."--Lynn Hunt, coeditor of Beyond the Cultural Turn
Hiroshima John Hersey 2020-06-23 "A new edition with a final chapter written forty years after the explosion."
Factory Girls Leslie T. Chang 2008-10-07 An eye-opening and previously untold story, Factory Girls is the first look
into the everyday lives of the migrant factory population in China. China has 130 million migrant workers—the largest
migration in human history. In Factory Girls, Leslie T. Chang, a former correspondent for the Wall Street Journal in
Beijing, tells the story of these workers primarily through the lives of two young women, whom she follows over the
course of three years as they attempt to rise from the assembly lines of Dongguan, an industrial city in China’s Pearl
River Delta. As she tracks their lives, Chang paints a never-before-seen picture of migrant life—a world where nearly
everyone is under thirty; where you can lose your boyfriend and your friends with the loss of a mobile phone; where a
few computer or English lessons can catapult you into a completely different social class. Chang takes us inside a
sneaker factory so large that it has its own hospital, movie theater, and fire department; to posh karaoke bars that are
fronts for prostitution; to makeshift English classes where students shave their heads in monklike devotion and sit day
after day in front of machines watching English words flash by; and back to a farming village for the Chinese New Year,
revealing the poverty and idleness of rural life that drive young girls to leave home in the first place. Throughout
this riveting portrait, Chang also interweaves the story of her own family’s migrations, within China and to the West,
providing historical and personal frames of reference for her investigation. A book of global significance that provides
new insight into China, Factory Girls demonstrates how the mass movement from rural villages to cities is remaking

The Village by the Sea Anita Desai 2012
Gridlock Pardis Mahdavi 2011-04-13 The images of human trafficking are all too often reduced to media tales of helpless
young women taken by heavily accented, dark-skinned captors—but the reality is a far cry from this stereotype. In the
Middle East, Dubai has been accused of being a hotbed of trafficking. Pardis Mahdavi, however, draws a more complicated
and more personal picture of this city filled with migrants. Not all migrant workers are trapped, tricked, and abused.
Like anyone else, they make choices to better their lives, though the risk of ending up in bad situations is high.
Legislators hoping to combat human trafficking focus heavily on women and sex work, but there is real potential for
abuse of both male and female migrants in a variety of areas of employment—whether on the street, in a field, at a
restaurant, or at someone's house. Gridlock explores how migrants' actual experiences in Dubai contrast with the typical
discussions—and global moral panic—about human trafficking. Mahdavi powerfully contrasts migrants' own stories with
interviews with U.S. policy makers, revealing the gaping disconnect between policies on human trafficking and the
realities of forced labor and migration in the Persian Gulf. To work toward solving this global problem, we need to be
honest about what trafficking is—and is not—and to finally get past the stereotypes about trafficked persons so we can
really understand the challenges migrant workers are living through every day.
The Factory Girls Christine Seifert 2019-08-01 The twentieth century ushered in a new world filled with a dazzling array
of consumer goods. Even the poorest immigrant girls could afford a blouse or two. But these same immigrant teens toiled
away in factories in appalling working conditions. Their hard work and sacrifice lined the pockets of greedy factory
owners who were almost exclusively white men. The tragic Triangle Waist Factory fire in 1911 resulted in the deaths of
over a hundred young people, mostly immigrant girls, who were locked in the factory. Told from the perspective of six
young women who lived the story, this book reminds us why what we buy and how we vote really matter.
China Underground Zachary Mexico 2010-08 In the beginning of the twenty-first century, it is hard to imagine a place
more exciting than China. The country's economy is growing by more than ten percent per year. The lives of Chinese
citizens in every stratum of society are changing--indeed, the very rules that define the parameters of their lives are
changing. Over a billion people are simultaneously hustling, trying to decipher the rules, carving a place out for
themselves in the new China. Predictably, the result is a glorious mess. Westerners are fascinated with news coming out
of China, but in general, most such reporting focuses on the country's economy (growth rates, infrastructure, trade
deficits, currency valuation, globalization, etc.), social issues (human rights, income inequality, diseases such as
avian flu, SARS, and HIV/Aids, the traditional Chinese culture, mainstream social trends, etc.), and the current
government (the workings of the CCP, its response to social unrest, etc.). Westerners hear much about China's booming
economy and its role as the next global superpower from the mainstream media, but they know less about the young people
who make up China's varied and fascinating subcultures. In China Underground, Mexico introduces young western readers to
their Chinese counterparts, highlighting an unfamiliar side of China: today's varied youth cultures, which are both
fascinating and under-exposed. Readers are introduced to a wannabe rock star from the desert of Xinjiang, trying to make
it big in Shanghai; a disillusioned journalist; a budding screenwriter; a vagabond ladies' man; a straight-A student at
China's best university; a Chinese mafia kingpin; a punk band trying their best to stay relevant; a prostitute; the
world's most polluted city; Beijing's drug-fueled club scene, and many others.
Factory Girls Leslie T. Chang 2010-03-01 China has more than 114 million migrant workers, which represents the largest
migration in human history. In Factory Girls, Leslie Chang tells the story of two such workers: two young women who she
befriends over the course of three years. Interspersing their account of life and migration with the story of her own
family's migrations, Chang paints a vivid portrait of world where you can lose your boyfriend and your friends with the
loss of a cellphone; where lying about your age, your education, and your work experience is often a requisite for
getting ahead; where a few computer or English lessons can catapult you into a completely different social class.
Factory Girls offers a previously untold story about the immense population of unknown women who work countless hours,
often in hazardous conditions, to provide us with the material goods we take for granted. A book of global significance,
it demonstrates how the movement from rural villages to cities is remaking individual lives and the fates of families,
transforming our world much as immigration to America's shores remade that society a century ago.
China in Ten Words Hua Yu 2011-11-08 A first work of non-fiction available in English by the James Joyce Foundation
Award-winning Chinese author of Brothers is presented through a framework of ten common phrases in the Chinese
vernacular to offer insight into the nation's modern economic gaps, cultural transformations and ubiquitous practices of
deception.
Amoskeag Tamara K. Hareven 2013-05-15 Through the prism of one turn-of-the-century factory-city, Tamara Hareven and
Randolph Langenbach have captured the historic experience of millions of Americans. We hear for the first time the
eloquent voices—sometimes elegiac, sometimes bitter, yet always powerful—of immigrant being turned into Americans as
they worked the machines which were themselves transforming this country. The book focuses on the Amoskeag Manufacturing
Company, once the largest textile factory in the world. The shells of its awesome mills still extend for two miles along
the Merrimack Rover in Manchester, New Hampshire. Never before have we known so vividly what it was like to live a life
in the closed world of a single gigantic industrial entity, from the first moment a child set foot in a mill carrying
his father’s or mother’s lunchpail to the moment he retired or was laid off sixty years later. Amoskeag moves through
layer after layer of mill life, from the elegant world of Boston-based executives to the cramped quarters of the
families of messenger boys, Boston Brahmins and Scottish weaving girls, French-Canadian dirt farmers and Irish
immigrants, bosses and workers, create and unforgettable vision of shared experiences and ethnic rivalries, of company
loyalty and butter strikes, of back-breaking work and momentary delights in industrializing America. Over seventy
photographs, ranging from classic shots by Lewis Hine to modern portraits of the interviewees, help reconstruct the
reality that was Amoskeag.
Days of Rage Bryan Burrough 2016 The Weathermen. The Symbionese Liberation Army. The FALN. The Black Liberation Army.
The names seem quaint now, when not forgotten altogether. But there was a stretch of time in America, roughly between
1968 and 1975, when there was on average more than one significant terrorist act in this country every week, and the FBI
combated these groups and others as nodes in a single revolutionary underground, dedicated to the violent overthrow of
the American government. The FBI's response to the leftist revolutionary counterculture has not been treated kindly by
history, and it is true that in hindsight many of its efforts seem almost comically ineffectual, if not criminal in
themselves. But one aim of Bryan Burrough's book is to temper those easy judgments with an understanding of just how
deranged these times were, how charged with menace. Burrough re-creates an atmosphere that seems almost unbelievable
just forty years later, conjuring a time of native-born radicals, most of them "nice middle-class kids," smuggling bombs
into skyscrapers and detonating them inside the Pentagon and the U.S. Capitol, at a courthouse in Boston, at a Wall
Street restaurant packed with lunchtime diners. Radicals who robbed dozens of banks and assassinated policemen in New
York, San Francisco, Atlanta. The FBI's fevered response included the formation of a secret task force called Squad 47,
dedicated to hunting the groups down and rolling them up. But Squad 47 itself was not overly squeamish about legal
niceties, and its efforts ultimately ended in fiasco. Benefiting from the extraordinary number of people from the
underground and the FBI who speak about their experiences for the first time, Days of Rage is filled with important
revelations and fresh details about the major revolutionaries and their connections and about the FBI and its desperate
efforts to make the bombings stop.
The Girl Who Owned a City O. T. (Terry) Nelson 2012-09-01 A deadly plague has devastated Earth, killing all the adults.
Lisa and her younger brother Todd are struggling to stay alive in a world where no one is safe. Other children along
Grand Avenue need help as well. They band together to find food, shelter, and protection from dangerous gangs invading
their neighborhood. When Tom Logan and his army start making threats, Lisa comes up with a plan and leads her group to a
safer place. But how far is she willing to go to protect what's hers?
Frida Kahlo, 1907-1954 Andrea Kettenmann 2000 An account of the noted Mexican painter's difficult and tumultuous
personal and professional life accompanies some of her most notable paintings.
The Chinese Typewriter Thomas S. Mullaney 2018-10-09 How Chinese characters triumphed over the QWERTY keyboard and laid
the foundation for China's information technology successes today. Chinese writing is character based, the one major
world script that is neither alphabetic nor syllabic. Through the years, the Chinese written language encountered
presumed alphabetic universalism in the form of Morse Code, Braille, stenography, Linotype, punch cards, word
processing, and other systems developed with the Latin alphabet in mind. This book is about those encounters—in
particular thousands of Chinese characters versus the typewriter and its QWERTY keyboard. Thomas Mullaney describes a
fascinating series of experiments, prototypes, failures, and successes in the century-long quest for a workable Chinese
typewriter. The earliest Chinese typewriters, Mullaney tells us, were figments of popular imagination, sensational
accounts of twelve-foot keyboards with 5,000 keys. One of the first Chinese typewriters actually constructed was
invented by a Christian missionary, who organized characters by common usage (but promoted the less-common characters
for “Jesus" to the common usage level). Later came typewriters manufactured for use in Chinese offices, and typewriting
schools that turned out trained “typewriter girls” and “typewriter boys.” Still later was the “Double Pigeon” typewriter
produced by the Shanghai Calculator and Typewriter Factory, the typewriter of choice under Mao. Clerks and secretaries
in this era experimented with alternative ways of organizing characters on their tray beds, inventing an input method
that was the first instance of “predictive text.” Today, after more than a century of resistance against the alphabetic,
not only have Chinese characters prevailed, they form the linguistic substrate of the vibrant world of Chinese
information technology. The Chinese Typewriter, not just an “object history” but grappling with broad questions of
technological change and global communication, shows how this happened. A Study of the Weatherhead East Asian Institute
Columbia University
Madam Debby Applegate 2021-11-02 The compulsively readable and sometimes jaw-dropping story of the life of a notorious
madam who played hostess to every gangster, politician, writer, sports star and Cafe Society swell worth knowing, and
who as much as any single figure helped make the twenties roar—from the Pulitzer Prize-winning author of The Most Famous
Man in America. “Applegate’s tour de force about Jazz Age icon Polly Adler will seize you by the lapels, buy you a
drink, and keep you reading until the very last page.... A treat for fiction and nonfiction fans alike." —Abbott Kahler,
New York Times bestselling author (as Karen Abbott) of The Ghosts of Eden Park Simply put: Everybody came to Polly's.
Pearl "Polly" Adler (1900-1962) was a diminutive dynamo whose Manhattan brothels in the Roaring Twenties became places
not just for men to have the company of women but were key gathering places where the culturati and celebrity elite
mingled with high society and with violent figures of the underworld—and had a good time doing it. As a Jewish immigrant
from eastern Europe, Polly Adler's life is a classic American story of success and assimilation that starts like a novel
by Henry Roth and then turns into a glittering real-life tale straight out of F. Scott Fitzgerald. She declared her
ambition to be "the best goddam madam in all America" and succeeded wildly. Debby Applegate uses Polly's story as the
key to unpacking just what made the 1920s the appallingly corrupt yet glamorous and transformational era that it was and
how the collision between high and low is the unique ingredient that fuels American culture.
Women of the Silk Gail Tsukiyama 2011-04-01 In Women of the Silk Gail Tsukiyama takes her readers back to rural China in
1926, where a group of women forge a sisterhood amidst the reeling machines that reverberate and clamor in a vast silk
factory from dawn to dusk. Leading the first strike the village has ever seen, the young women use the strength of their
ambition, dreams, and friendship to achieve the freedom they could never have hoped for on their own. Tsukiyama's
graceful prose weaves the details of "the silk work" and Chinese village life into a story of courage and strength.
Factory Girls Leslie T. Chang 2008 Chronicles the everyday world of the millions of female Chinese migrant workers who
have left their homes in rural towns to find jobs in China's cities, as revealed through a two-year study of the lives
of two young women, and assesses the sociological significance and global influence of this movement. 25,000 first
printing.
Factory Girls Leslie T. Chang 2009-08-04 An eye-opening and previously untold story, Factory Girls is the first look
into the everyday lives of the migrant factory population in China. China has 130 million migrant workers—the largest
migration in human history. In Factory Girls, Leslie T. Chang, a former correspondent for the Wall Street Journal in
Beijing, tells the story of these workers primarily through the lives of two young women, whom she follows over the
course of three years as they attempt to rise from the assembly lines of Dongguan, an industrial city in China’s Pearl
River Delta. As she tracks their lives, Chang paints a never-before-seen picture of migrant life—a world where nearly
everyone is under thirty; where you can lose your boyfriend and your friends with the loss of a mobile phone; where a
few computer or English lessons can catapult you into a completely different social class. Chang takes us inside a
sneaker factory so large that it has its own hospital, movie theater, and fire department; to posh karaoke bars that are
fronts for prostitution; to makeshift English classes where students shave their heads in monklike devotion and sit day
after day in front of machines watching English words flash by; and back to a farming village for the Chinese New Year,
revealing the poverty and idleness of rural life that drive young girls to leave home in the first place. Throughout
this riveting portrait, Chang also interweaves the story of her own family’s migrations, within China and to the West,
providing historical and personal frames of reference for her investigation. A book of global significance that provides
new insight into China, Factory Girls demonstrates how the mass movement from rural villages to cities is remaking
individual lives and transforming Chinese society, much as immigration to America’s shores remade our own country a
century ago.
The Forest of Hands and Teeth Carrie Ryan 2009-03-10 In Mary's world there are simple truths. The Sisterhood always
knows best. The Guardians will protect and serve. The Unconsecrated will never relent. And you must always mind the
fence that surrounds the village; the fence that protects the village from the Forest of Hands and Teeth. But, slowly,
Mary’s truths are failing her. She’s learning things she never wanted to know about the Sisterhood and its secrets, and
the Guardians and their power. And, when the fence is breached and her world is thrown into chaos, about the
Unconsecrated and their relentlessness. Now, she must choose between her village and her future, between the one she
loves and the one who loves her. And she must face the truth about the Forest of Hands and Teeth. Could there be life
outside a world surrounded in so much death? [STAR] "A bleak but gripping story...Poignant and powerful."-Publishers
Weekly, Starred "A postapocalyptic romance of the first order, elegantly written from title to last line."-Scott
Westerfeld, author of the Uglies series and Leviathan "Intelligent, dark, and bewitching, The Forest of Hands and Teeth
transitions effortlessly between horror and beauty. Mary's world is one that readers will not soon forget."-Cassandra
Clare, bestselling author of City of Bones "Opening The Forest of Hands and Teeth is like cracking Pandora's box: a blur
of darkness and a precious bit of hope pour out. This is a beautifully crafted, page-turning, powerful novel. I
thoroughly enjoyed it."-Melissa Marr, bestselling author of Wicked Lovely and Ink Exchange "Dark and sexy and scary.
Only one of the Unconsecrated could put this book down."-Justine Larbalestier, author of How to Ditch Your Fairy
A Fine Balance Rohinton Mistry 2010-10-29 A Fine Balance, Rohinton Mistry’s stunning internationally acclaimed
bestseller, is set in mid-1970s India. It tells the story of four unlikely people whose lives come together during a
time of political turmoil soon after the government declares a “State of Internal Emergency.” Through days of bleakness
and hope, their circumstances – and their fates – become inextricably linked in ways no one could have foreseen.
Mistry’s prose is alive with enduring images and a cast of unforgettable characters. Written with compassion, humour,
and insight, A Fine Balance is a vivid, richly textured, and powerful novel written by one of the most gifted writers of
our time.
Modern China: A Very Short Introduction Rana Mitter 2008-02-28 China today is never out of the news: from human rights
factory-girls-from-village-to-city-in-a-changing-china-leslie-t-chang
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individual lives and transforming Chinese society, much as immigration to America’s shores remade our own country a
century ago.
Chu Ju's House Gloria Whelan 2009-10-06 One girl too many . . . When a girl is born to Chu Ju's family, it is quickly
determined that the baby must be sent away. After all, the law states that a family may have only two children, and
tradition dictates that every family should have a boy. To make room for one, this girl will have to go. Fourteen-yearold Chu Ju knows she cannot allow this to happen to her sister. Understanding that one girl must leave, she sets out in
the middle of the night, vowing not to return. With luminescent detail, National Book Award-winning author Gloria Whelan
transports readers to China, where law conspires with tradition, tearing a young woman from her family, sending her on a
remarkable journey to find a home of her own.
Factory Girl Josanne La Valley 2017-01-10 In order to save her family’s farm, Roshen, sixteen, must leave her rural home
to work in a factory in the south of China. There she finds arduous and degrading conditions and contempt for her
minority (Uyghur) background. Sustained by her bond with other Uyghur girls, Roshen is resolved to endure all to help
her family and ultimately her people. A workplace survival story, this gritty, poignant account focuses on a courageous
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teen and illuminates the value—and cost—of freedom.
Korean Workers Hagen Koo 2018-09-05 Forty years of rapid industrialization have transformed millions of South Korean
peasants and their sons and daughters into urban factory workers. Hagen Koo explores the experiences of this first
generation of industrial workers and describes its struggles to improve working conditions in the factory and to search
for justice in society. The working class in South Korea was born in a cultural and political environment extremely
hostile to its development, Koo says. Korean workers forged their collective identity much more rapidly, however, than
did their counterparts in other newly industrialized countries in East Asia. This book investigates how South Korea's
once-docile and submissive workers reinvented themselves so quickly into a class with a distinct identity and
consciousness. Based on sources ranging from workers' personal writings to union reports to in-depth interviews, this
book is a penetrating analysis of the South Korean working-class experience. Koo reveals how culture and politics
simultaneously suppressed and facilitated class formation in South Korea. With chapters exploring the roles of women,
students, and church organizations in the struggle, the book reflects Koo's broader interest in the social and cultural
dimensions of industrial transformation.
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